
It hardly seems possible amid the
current deluge of cancellations,
but, as things stand, at least
two important UK jazz festivals
have declared themselves
determined to press on, maybe
not quite as normal, but with the
events that, within government
restrictions, will be worthy of
their name and reputation.

With no concrete prognosis
for when such places as
bars and restaurants will be
fully operational, October
seems to be the month when
we hope that the festival
scene will return to life.

The regular July date for the
36th Birmingham, Sandwell
and Westside Jazz Festival is
clearly impossible, but the
festival has not been cancelled,
but postponed, until October
16-25, hoping to catch the last
rays of summer sunshine in the
week before British Summer
Time comes to an end.The
huge task of dismantling the
200 performances in 80 venues
event and restructuring it as far
as possible is already under way.

Although some of the outdoor
events will fall victim to the
changed date and the appearance
of bands and musicians from
Spain, France, Lithuania and Italy
may possibly be in jeopardy, there
is every chance of a memorable
festival, with an exciting line-
up of UK jazz stars, European
visitors both new and familiar,
festival favourites and a whole
slew of groups playing the
best of blues and Americana.

A week later the Mike Durham
International Classic Jazz Party,
also known as the Whitley Bay
Jazz Festival, is there in its regular
slot: October 30 to November 1
at theVillage Hotel and Leisure
Centre north of Newcastle.
As with Birmingham, the hope
is that travel restrictions will
not impede the arrival of
30-odd star musicians from
Australia, the United States,
all over Europe and, of course,
the UK. Imaginatively planned
thematically, the Jazz Party’s
revisiting of the first 40 years of
jazz is almost certainly unique.

www.birminghamjazzfestival.com
www.whitleybayjazzfest.com
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At Birmingham

At Whitley Bay

Obviously all our readers will be aware of the
strange changed world we live in – hopefully,
only temporarily. We considered long and hard
what to do about Jazz Rag 161.

That the staff who produce Jazz
Rag are working mainly from
home is no great problem.The
difficulties arise firstly with
news stories, with cancellations
and postponements flooding
in on a regular basis. CDs for
review have also been much
reduced in number.Worst of all,
advertisers, quite naturally, have
been unwilling to advertise at
a time when their cash flow is
unpredictable and events are
liable to cancellation.

However, this is also a time when
our cash flow is unpredictable,
but we had no wish for Jazz
Rag to become yet another
victim of the pandemic, so we
have produced a smaller than
usual edition and hope that our
subscribers will understand.

In this issue you will find some
high-quality writing about jazz,
often reflective or not specifically
related to Spring 2020, and, on
this uniquely newsy cover, one
or two stories to show the jazz
life continuing.

JAZZ RAG IN LOCKDOWN

WHEN OCTOBER COMES

Unmentioned in the magazine’s crowded pages, but remembered
for their varied contributions to jazz, the following also left us in
the last two months, most, though not all, victims of COVID-19:

Alto sax legend Lee Konitz whose professional career began in
1945 and who was in on The Birth of the Cool, but recorded his
final album as recently as 2018.

Former Jazz Messenger, trumpeter Wallace Roney.

Avant garde bassist, violinist and poet Henry Grimes.

Veteran big band singer Betty Bennett whose husbands
included Andre Previn and Mundell Lowe.

Prolific and versatile alto saxist/composer Richie Cole.

Trombonist Jim Shepherd whose career took in albums with
such varied international names as Benny Waters and Jeff Healey.

REMEMBERING

L-R: Dave Green, Bruce Adams,Vasilis Xenopoulos

Morten Gunnar-Larsen, Emma Fisk, Claus Jacobi, Richard Exall
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David de la Haye
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REMEMBERING AL GAY

Like Phil Seamen – he of the
infamous ‘dinner is served’
story – Al Gay is one of
those British jazzmen now
better known for an amusing
anecdote than for his playing.

The story goes that, some time
in the 1970s, he and fellow
saxophonist John Barnes were
booked to play a gig with a
band they were co-leading,
only to arrive at the venue
on the night in question to
find themselves billed as ‘The
All Gay Joan Barnes Sextet’.
Cue laughter (that’s if you
haven’t already heard it).

At the considerable risk of
causing a storm in a teacup,
these days – in which gender and
sexual orientation are subjects
much talked of, even within jazz
circles, which have long been
liberal where such things are
concerned – if you did turn up
with an all gay female line-up
nobody would raise an eyebrow.
In fact, there’s probably one
out there, on the road, right
now; playing some godawful
politicized suite fashioned from
the slenderest of musical morsels.
But don’t start me on all that.

So perhaps this well-known Brit-
Jazz anecdote is one now best
left unsaid, as time-locked and
non-PC as vast tracts of 1970s
Light Entertainment. If so, it’s
altogether a bit of a shame, not

because anyone would feel bereft
of a cheap laugh, but because
if anyone tells it nowadays
it’s about the only mention
one hears of Al Gay, one-time
stalwart of the mainstream UK
jazz circles but one of those
players whose name might well
now elicit the response ‘Al who?’

In an earlier issue of Jazz Rag,
Alan Barnes profiled Gay’s
partner-in-anecdote John
Barnes – whom you might
call the ‘straight’ man of the
partnership – and delivered a
warm, touching and frequently
hilarious tribute to someone
he knows very well indeed.
I can’t quite follow suit where
Al is concerned, simply because
we played together just twice,
back at the dawn of my career,
and as such didn’t really
know one another at all.

Nevertheless, in those few hours
we spent together he left me
with a deep appreciation of his
musicianship and his manner.
Kind, generous, encouraging
and patient,Al was exactly the
kind of elder statesman a young
jazz musician needs to meet on
his way up,As a player, he was
equally exemplary, teaching you
a lifetime’s worth of lessons in
just a few economical choruses.

However, fear not; this isn’t
about to be blow-by-blow
comprehensive timeline of Al’s

musical associations. For that
I’d recommend John Chilton’s
masterly Who’sWho of British Jazz
(Continuum, 1997), which gives
a firm outline of the good and
the great with whom Al worked
over his 60-plus year professional
career. Nor will it be a dry
treatise examining his music as
if it were under a microscope.
No, this is simply my reflections
on a man who I wish I’d had the
opportunity to know better.

I first saw him on television,
around 1991 I guess, when
BBC-2 were re-screening
episodes of the classic mid-
1960s series Jazz 625. Somewhat
arbitrarily butchered, with new
graphics replacing the original
iconic opening sequence,
these repackagings were now
introduced by a ‘celebrity’
announcer, filmed in moody black
and white. Some knew what they
were talking about – Courtney
Pine, Neneh Cherry, Flora Purim
–, others seemed to have been
bought in in a thinly disguised bid
to up the ratings (Mick Hucknall
on Bill Evans! Do me a favour!).
The most entertaining of all
was the late Slim Gaillard, a true
jazz icon, whose impeccable
credentials made you forgive
his somewhat awkward way
with an autocue. One night, Slim
introduced a session featuring
the maverick trumpeter Henry
‘Red’ Allen, accompanied by the
Alex Welsh band (I’m pretty
sure Slim rechristened him
Alec), taped in summer 1964,
which, duly committed toVHS,
became a favourite in our house
during my teenaged years.

The nominal star was a hoot,
of course, all hangdog features,
incomprehensible asides and
‘whamp, whamp’ introductions.
But alongside him there was
another musician who caught
my attention; a smartly suited
clarinettist who every so
often often picked up a tenor
saxophone to offer solos that
both intrigued and delighted me.

At this time I was what I suppose
you could call a committed post-
bopper (I wish!), fascinated by
the likes of John Coltrane, Eric
Dolphy and Ornette Coleman.
Older jazz styles, well, while I
held a healthy appreciation for
the big band swing, bebop and
West Coast albums that were
the meat of my father’s record
collection, they simply didn’t
‘connect’. Ben Webster I liked
enormously, though, as even
then in my naive teen ignorance
I could tell he was one of a kind,
and this guy, this sleepy-eyed
diminutive white Englishman
playing alongside Red Allen,
blowing tenor with a gorgeous
sound and instant swing, I
instinctively loved him too.

To begin with I had
no real idea why.

Having brutally excised the
original compères of Jazz 625 on
these reruns (bye bye, Humph
and Steve Race) you had to
wait until the closing credits
to read the full personnel.
Finally there was a name to
put with the sound:Al Gay
– clarinet and saxophone.

In the latest of our tributes to a great generation of British jazz
musicians SIMON SPILLETT remembers AL GAY
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Al Gay? Really? Although I’d
never heard the famous ‘All
Gay’ anecdote, I was young
and dumb enough to find
the surname amusing.

‘Fancy,’ I thought,‘having that
name and playing such robust,
masculine tenor?’ If I’d been
intelligent enough at the time,
or had anything beyond my
schoolboy grasp of language, I’d
doubtless have recognised this
contrast as a writer’s dream;
the opportunity to explore
the paradox of surname and
saxophone style.Anyway, I’m
doing that now, so all is not lost.

By the time I first saw Al Gay
play in person, I’d had a bit
better measure of who he was,
who he’d played with and where
he stood in the great jigsaw
puzzle of British post-war jazz.

In my late teens and early
twenties I meticulously scoured
the pages of my Dad’s old copies
of Melody Maker and Jazz News,
stored in our attic room. Peeling
open their bone dry, saffron
coloured pages, I entered into a
world out of which I’ve not yet
stepped some 30 years later.

And it was within this detailed,
minutiae-obsessed, near gossip-
column-like environment that
I began to see Al Gay’s name
dotted around all over the place:
on gigs with Alex Welsh and Long
John Baldry, broadcasts on BBC
Jazz Club, guest appearances
at boozers across the capital,
even tasting pop stardom
accompanying The Animals.

He seemed to be everywhere;
one of those fascinating musical
characters who you could track
on paper but who seemed sadly
to be invisible on record (this
was the 1990s, the time when
vintage British jazz was all but
unavailable in reissued form).

Like others I first discovered
in this fashion – Stan Robinson,
Duncan Lamont,Willie Garnett
– I quickly realised that the best
way to find out more was to go
and hear them live.After all at
this point, players like this were
all in their fifties and sixties,
and they were all still out there,
working the provincial jazz club
circuit, their music available for
the price of a pint and a raffle
ticket. It was just a case of sitting

and waiting, like a jazz spider
for the performing fly, or (in my
case) like an overkeen, poorly
equipped, would-be sitter-in.

It would have been around late
1995 that I finally saw the name
Al Gay advertised as one of
the forthcoming attractions at
my local Sunday lunchtime gig
– Merlin’s Cave in Chalfont St.
Giles. I was a regular attendee,
very often with my parents in
tow (I didn’t drive in those days)
and the punters and house trio
at the club – which ran in a
dusty, cobweb-festooned, barn
in the pub’s car park – were
variously long-suffering and
tolerant of my persistent (and
at times downright cringe-
worthy) attempts to jam with
the guests. Some of the visiting
musicians were lovely to
me – Dick Morrissey, Duncan
Lamont,Willie Garnett,Art
Themen – others (no names,
but in general those who were
smacking against their own
personal glass ceilings) were not.

On this Sunday I arrived, tenor
case in hand, determined to
see which side of the fence
Al Gay would fall upon.

At first glance I didn’t recognise
him. Gone was the slim, Beatle-
suited saxophonist of Jazz 625.
In fact, had he not already been
unpacking his instruments in
the otherwise deserted room,
I’d have been hard put to say
he was a musician at all.A tad
paunchy, with a comb-over
haircut that was positively
Charltonesque, gold-rimmed
tinted glasses perched upon the
end of his considerable nose,
he looked for all the world like
a Hatton Garden jeweller, or
a watchmaker, or anything but
a world-class jazzman. He was
also dressed in an open-necked
shirt and a voluminous cardigan
– a far cry from the collar and
tie I’d seen him in on TV.

Given that there were only me,
my parents and him in the room
(I was always an early arriver,
even back then) it was impossible
to hide my instrument case.
Normally, if the club was filling
up, I could squirrel it away in a
corner somewhere, or under
a seat or behind a curtain, but
today it was on display, in clear
view, unavoidably imposing. I
felt like Jimmy Durante in that

movie where someone asks
him,‘Where are you going with
that elephant?’ and he replies,
straight-faced,‘What elephant?’

Al eyed my musical pachyderm
case.‘Do you play?’ he said.
‘Yes,’ I replied, nervously adding
something about studying with
Vic Ash (always a good opener).

‘Oh,Vic, yes. Say hello from
me, won’t you? Oh, and come
up in the second set.’

And that was it.As casual as
that.Al went back to sorting
his clarinet reeds, punctuated
by little snippets of cheery
conversation with my Dad (who
could get a bit of chat out of a
manikin if he’d so wanted, such
was his charming manner).

I sat there, a little stunned.

I’d sat in a fair few times already
at Merlin’s but the protocols of
how to go about it were very
far from uniform. Sometimes
you’d have to approach the guest
directly, which I found nerve-
wracking in the extreme; once
in a while, you’d be advocated
by one of the house band,
depending on who it comprised
(the late Bobby Orr was
always a good one for this).
Occasionally, getting a play felt
like bribery by beverage, buying
one of the band a drink at the
bar in the interval, eating into
the tenner you’d saved for
the guest artist’s latest CD.
But it was never a consistent
process, no matter how many
times I succeeded.At times it
felt as if you’d have to complete
a written application, undergo
a physical and complete a
Thematic Apperception Test
before you were let anywhere
near the bandstand. Join the
guest for a few numbers: it
was easier to join the army!

Al’s unfussy invite therefore was
a surprise, but within the initial
few bars of his opening number,
I realised that casual was his way
of doing things. I can’t swear by
it, but I think he started with The
Touch ofYour Lips, taken at the
kind of tempo Ben Webster liked
to call, that half-lope which give
the soloist outlining the melody
plenty of time to add little asides.
In Al’s case, they were verbal
too, the first addressed to my
parents, sitting right front of him.

Voo voo voo voo voo (playing
the first line of the tune)

‘How am I doin’?’ (spoken
before the next phrase)

Voo voo voo voooo...

And so it went.Watching Al’s
unruffled way with a gig was
like being given a lesson by a
true, old-school, professional.
Indeed, it was the kind of gig
he’d played all his life: a pick-up
band, some choice standards,
very little verbal direction.
Everything seemed to come easy.

I can’t recall all of what he played
that afternoon. Poor Butterfly,
maybe, on the clarinet? But
Not For Me on tenor, perhaps?
But I still can vividly visualise
the utter relaxation of how he
delivered each and every melody
and how his improvisations
seemed to grow organically from
whichever theme he had chosen.

This was jazz with no effort
at all – or rather it was jazz
that showed a lifetime’s
worth of learning off the
bandstand as well as on, a far
cry from some of the ‘on-stage
practising’ ex-NYJO players
who’d grace the back room of
Merlin’s around this time.

Simon Spillett
and Al Gay

CONTINUED ON PAGE 5
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It was also impossible for me to
pin down Al’s style (something
I eventually realised was a
load of pointless nonsense,
but only when I became a
professional musician myself).

On clarinet you could hear
echoes of Benny Goodman
certainly, but years of playing
Chicago-style jazz with
Alex Welsh and others
informed it with other,
less formal, sensibilities.

On tenor he was even more
unclassifiable. I remember once
reading a review of his soloing
on the first Lady SingsThe Blues
album (Big Bear’s Billie Holiday
tribute package debuted in
the 1980s) that described it as
‘Bud Freeman-cum-Al Cohn’
and I suppose that’s as good
a description as any in that it
outlined the general swing/
mainstream territory in which
he’d plied most of his trade.

By the point I was hearing him
though, he was simply a great

‘classic’ jazz tenor player, a
master of melodic improvisation
on the graceful contours of the
Great American Songbook.

And then it was my turn.

Again, I can’t recall exactly
what we played together –
probably a blues or an I Got
Rhythm or maybe Lady Be Good
- but I remember Al was hugely
encouraging.At this time, my
theoretical knowledge was
sketchy to say the least and my
technical ability – well, how can
I put it? Rudimentary at best –
but this seemed to matter not.

At Al’s side I encountered
something I’d only ever been
privy to with very special
musicians, a select few who
have that uncanny inspirational
gift, one which lifts you far
above your limitations and
your silly self-awareness to play
music rather than a battery of
learned licks. Dick Morrissey
was one.Al was another, and
believe me, back when you’re

starting out and it all seems
bafflingly incomprehensible,
to share even one five minute
number with someone like that
is transformational, like briefly
brushing the hem of greatness.

At the end of the gig, as we
packed up our horns side by side,
I thanked Al.‘That’s alright’, he
said modestly, shaking mine and
my parents’ hands.‘Any time.’

A few months later that ‘any
time’ arrived and, once again,
Al invited me up onto the
bandstand at Merlin’s Cave, this
time for the entire second set.
Once more, it was an up-close
masterclass in world-class jazz
playing.Years later, someone
sent me a set of photographs
taken than afternoon, some
of which is reproduced here,
showing Al, Johnny McLevy
(flugelhorn), Peter Hughes
(bass), Geoff Cox (drums) and
me (pre-suit, you’ll notice).

In some ways, I wish this sight
had sound – not for my own

playing, which at that point was
all over the place – but to once
again hear Al, at the juncture
at which he’d forged all his
influences into his own voice.

I know I’d appreciate him all
the more now, now I’ve been
out there ‘doing it’ for years as
a professional musician myself.
But that’s the thing with jazz:
sometimes the lessons delivered
in front of you take an age
to sink in or, if you’re capable
enough to grasp them at all, to
surface in your own playing.

And sometimes when that
happens, it’s simply too late
to say ‘thank you’ to those
who’ve taught them.

So, thank you,Al. Sorry
it took so long...

Albert Gay (born
Albert Goldstein)

February 25th 1928 –
October 12th 2013

What track or album
turned you on to jazz?
Encouraged by an art teacher
who ran a jazz appreciation
society at school, the first
jazz album I bought was Dave
Brubeck’s Jazz GoesTo College. I
was fifteen at the time and soon
to move on to art college so I
guess it was an inspired choice!
I’ve still got the album incidentally
- slightly battered and worn.

What was the first jazz
gig you went to?
This was in 1960s Britain when
the trad jazz boom was in full
swing.The gig was a smoky
upstairs room in the Dartmouth
Hotel,West Bromwich where
local heroes The West Side
Jazz Band were playing to a
packed house.When my friend
persuaded the band to let
me get up and sing, I was so
nervous I sang St. Louis Blues
hidden behind the bass player! I
eventually became their vocalist.

What is your favourite
jazz album and why?
There are many, but Stan Getz
and J.J. Johnson atThe Opera House
ticks all the boxes. Recorded in
Chicago in 1957, this inspired
pairing by Norman Granz,
teamed with Oscar Peterson,
Herb Ellis, Ray Brown & Connie
Kay, captures all the energy and
artistry of jazz at its creative
best. Crazy Rhythm, Blues InThe
Closet,Yesterdays are stunning and
who needs the lyrics when Getz
plays It Never Entered My Mind.

What was the best
jazz performance you
have ever seen?
Thanks to our jazz loving art
teacher, a party of us from school
were taken to see the Norman
Granz touring show Jazz At The
Philharmonic in Birmingham.
Seeing the likes of Ella Fitzgerald,
Roy Eldridge and Oscar
Peterson performing on stage
made a big impression on me.

What was the best jazz
performance you’ve seen
in the last 12 months?
Seeing Art Themen perform at a
fund raising event in Wokingham
last November. Ever generous, he
gave special features to everyone
on stage and singer-pianist Liane
Carroll’s vocal skills, delivered
with panache and much humour,
brought the house down!

What’s your favourite jazz
release (new or reissue)
from the last 12 months?
This has to be Lambert,
Hendricks & Ross The Early
Years 1954-59 released on the

Acrobat label last year.Their
cleverly multi-tracked vocal
arrangements peppered with
tongue twisting vocal narrative,
serves to remind me how ground
breaking they were in elevating
vocalese into an art-form.

If you could meet one jazz
musician, living or dead,
who would it be and why?
Billie Holiday; well qualified to be
termed a jazz musician and the
one singer who impacted on my
life and career more than most.
I feel a certain empathy having
paid tribute to her over the
years in the show Lady SingsThe
Blues and would love to get to
know the lady behind the myth.

ValWiseman has been one of the
country’s finest ever jazz swing
singers for many years – from her
early career with Birmingham’s
Second City Jazzmen through to
national fame, including fronting
the acclaimed Billie Holiday
tribute Lady SingsThe Blues.

British Jazz Award winning singer Val Wiseman answers the questions

I GET A KICK OUT OF…

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 4
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During this strange period
of history, most people are
largely confined to their
homes. Sure, one can walk
outside, go grocery shopping,
and perhaps take a drive to
nowhere, but those hungering
to see live jazz performances
are largely out of luck.

There is live streaming which
some pianists, guitarists
and singers are able to use
to perform for an unseen
audience although most horn
players have far fewer options.
These performances should
be supported so at least some
musicians can come closer to
making a living during this era.
And of course there isYouTube.

One can discover many artists
onYouTube which permits
viewers to see, for free, an
infinite number of performances.
There are some bad points
when comparingYouTube to
DVDs. Unless one downloads
it, the clip can disappear in the
future when it is taken down.
Many of the performances are
incomplete or erratically filmed
and there is an awful lot of junk
to plough through in search of
treasures. However it is a great
way to spend hours, and many of
the jazz artists’ appearances on
1950s and ‘60s television shows
are not available elsewhere.

But for those who want to own a
copy of the best jazz films, there
have been hundreds of rewarding
DVDs released through the
years.While less are being issued
these days thanks toYouTube,
there are quite a few that I think
of as essential for jazz fans.

This article lists 30 of the
greatest jazz DVDs.They were
all available a decade ago and,
while some are out-of-print,
they can all be found on the
internet with a little bit of a
search.These include a mixture
of performances and
documentaries, while
leaving out the semi-
fictional Hollywood films.

There are many more DVDs
that I would easily recommend
but these 30 come immediately
to mind and cover a wide
range of major performers.
The first four are multi-artist
collections and then the
remainder is listed in
alphabetical order.

(1) AtThe Jazz Band Ball
(Yazoo) - 16 of the most
rewarding performances from
the 1925-33 period are on this
disc including Duke Ellington’s
Old Man Blues, the Boswell
Sisters, Louis Armstrong (three
songs from 1933 highlighted by
Dinah), Bessie Smith’s St. Louis
Blues, and the first sound film by
a jazz band: Ben Bernie’s Sweet
Georgia Brown from 1925.

(2) The Greatest Jazz Films
Ever (Efor Films) - This is a
two-DVD film that lives up to its
title. It includes 1944’s Jammin’
The Blues with LesterYoung,
Hot House with Charlie Parker
and Dizzy Gillespie, Miles Davis
in 1958 playing SoWhat with
John Coltrane and three songs
with the Gil Evans Orchestra,
Ben Webster, the Ahmad Jamal
Trio, and the best jazz hour
ever filmed: The Sound Of Jazz
(with Billie Holiday, Red Allen,
Coleman Hawkins,Thelonious
Monk and many others).

(3) Warner Bros. Big Band,
Jazz & Swing (Warner Bros.)
- This is a remarkable six-DVD
collection with 63 shorts (11
hours) from the 1930s and
‘40s including nearly all of the
significant jazz shorts: Claude
Hopkins, Jimmie Lunceford,
Cab Calloway, the Saturday
Night Swing Club,Artie Shaw,
Stan Kenton and on and on.

(4) The Complete Jazz
Casual Series (Efor) - All 28
of Ralph Gleason’s Jazz Casual
shows from the 1960s are in
this attractive box including
particularly classic episodes
featuring the John Coltrane
Quartet, Sonny Rollins, Muggsy
Spanier, Earl Hines,Art Pepper,
Gerry Mulligan,Art Farmer-
Jim Hall, and three by the
Woody Herman Big Band.

(5) Louis Armstrong - Live In
‘59 (Jazz Icons) - This DVD gives
viewers a rare chance to see a
full set by the Louis Armstrong
All-Stars (with TrummyYoung and
Peanuts Hucko), 13 songs in all.

(6) Svend Asmussen
(Shanachie) - This includes a
definitive documentary on
the brilliant and humorous
jazz violinist plus two
hours of rare and complete
performances from 1938-2003.

(7) Count Basie (Swing Era/
Idem) - Not only does it contain
five songs by the early 1950s
Basie Septet with Wardell Gray,
Clark Terry, Buddy DeFranco
and Helen Humes, and two
numbers with Jimmy Rushing,
but this DVD has the 1940s
soundies of Fats Waller, Louis
Armstrong, Big Joe Turner, Red
Allen, Gene Krupa, Lucky

Millinder (with Sister
Rosetta Tharpe), and Bill
Bojangles Robinson.

(8) Art Blakey - Live In ‘58
(Jazz Icons) - Imagine seeing
the 1958 version of the Jazz
Messengers with Lee Morgan,
Benny Golson and Bobby
Timmons playing Moanin’
and six other numbers.

(9) Gary Burton and Makoto
Ozone (Eagle Eye Media) - From
2002, vibraphonist Burton and
pianist Ozone pay tribute to
several vibraphonists, perform
Gershwin’s Concerto In F, and are
quite exhilarating on the hard-
swinging and joyous Opus Half.

(10) Calle 54 (Miramax) - This
tribute to Afro-Cuban jazz
has 11 inspired performances
by the likes of Michel Camilo,
Tito Puente, ChuchoValdes,
and Chico O’ Farrill, along with
touching duets by BeboValdes
with his son Chucho and his
old friend bassist Cachao.

(11) The Incomparable Nat
King Cole (Kultur) - This
DVD contains 47 songs from
The Nat King Cole Show in 1957,
filled with a bunch of superior
standards and memorable guest
appearances by Ella, Johnny
Mercer (a delightful SaveYour
Bones For Henry Jones), and the
Jazz At The Philharmonic All-Stars.

(12) John Coltrane - Live In
‘60 & ‘61 & ‘65 (Jazz Icons) –
Coltrane with the Wynton Kelly
Trio (and a unique collaboration
with Stan Getz on Hackensack),
his 1961 quintet with Eric Dolphy,
and his classic quartet in 1965.
What more need be said?

DVDS FOR LOCKDOWN

Louis Armstrong

Roy Eldridge

by SCOTT YANOW



(13) Miles Davis - Birth Of
The Cool (Eagle Rock) - The
many sides of Miles Davis are
explored quite well on this
definitive and even-handed
documentary which is rounded
out by a bonus DVD of
music from his appearances
at the 1973, 1984 and 1985
Montreux Jazz Festival.

(14) Roy Eldridge ‘77 (Eagle
Rock) - It came out originally
as an LP but this very exciting
set by Roy Eldridge, Oscar
Peterson, Niels Pedersen and
Bobby Durham from the 1977
Montreux Jazz Festival deserves
to be seen too.The trumpeter
goes completely for broke
and the result is one of his
last great performances.

(15) Duke Ellington In
Hollywood (Idem) - Ellington’s
best early film appearances
are on this DVD including
1929’s Black &Tan, Symphony In
Black with a brief appearance
by Billie Holiday, the Mae
West film Belle OfThe Nineties,
and other great moments.

(16) Bill Evans -Time
Remembered (Bruce Spiegel)
- A superb and continually
intriguing documentary on the
influential pianist covering his
life and career, warts and all.

(17) Erroll Garner - In
Performance (Kultur) - The
brilliant and joyful pianist is
featured with his trio in 1964
on British television shows
performing 18 numbers and
making it all look so easy.

(18) The Giants Of Jazz -
Live In Prague 1971 (Impro-
Jazz) – Dizzy Gillespie, Kai
Winding, Sonny Stitt,Thelonious

Monk,Al McKibbon, and Art
Blakey perform seven numbers
including Tour De Force,A Night
InTunisia, and Stitt’s feature on
Everything HappensTo Me.

(19) Stephane Grappelli - A
Life InThe Jazz Century
(Music On Earth) - A very
well- conceived two-hour
documentary on the violinist
from 2002 plus a full hour of
performances including the best
footage that exists of Django
Reinhardt and a short with
George Shearing from the 1940s.

(20) A Great Day In Harlem
(Image Entertainment) -
Jean Bach’s acclaimed and
heartwarming film on the
famous jazz photograph is
here plus a second disc filled
with many extra features.

(21) Hiromi - Solo (Telarc) -
One of the most dazzling and
virtuosic pianists in jazz today,
Hiromi is at her best when she
is performing unaccompanied
solos as on this memorable set
from the Blue Note in 2010.
She alternates warm ballads
(PlaceTo Be) with incredible
showcases (The Gambler) that
find her sounding like Art Tatum
but at double the speed!

(22) Billie Holiday -The
Genius Of Lady Day (Efor) -
This DVD includes an excellent
documentary on Billie Holiday
along with all of her most
significant filmed performances.

(23) Jazz On A Summer’s
Day (NewYorkerVideo) -
Even if the camera sometimes
wanders, this beautifully filmed
colour film has many of the
highlights of the 1958 Newport
Jazz Festival including by Louis

Armstrong, Jack Teagarden,
Dinah Washington, Chico
Hamilton and Anita O’Day (the
highpoint of her career).

(24) Diana Krall - Live In
Paris (Eagle Eye Media) - The
popular singer-pianist sounding
at her very best a decade
ago, performing with her
quartet and a large orchestra
conducted by Alan Broadbent.

(25) Charles Mingus - Live
In ‘64 (Jazz Icons) - Mingus
with arguably his greatest
band, the sextet with Eric
Dolphy, Clifford Jordan, Johnny
Coles, Jaki Byard and Dannie
Richmond, performing on three
different occasions in Europe;
this is all of the footage that
exists of this unique group and
the music is quite stirring.

(26) Thelonious Monk -
Straight No Chaser (Warner
HomeVideo) – One of the finest
of all jazz documentaries, this
portrait of Monk lets one see
him on and off stage, performing
with his quartet and short-lived
octet, and even ordering room
service from his hotel bed.

(27) One Night With Blue
Note (Blue Note) - The launch
of the revived Blue Note label
after years of inactivity was
celebrated in 1985 with quite
an all-star concert, one that
was fully filmed and featured
Freddie Hubbard, Joe
Henderson, Herbie Hancock,
Ron Carter,Tony Williams,
Bobby Hutcherson, James
Newton, Stanley Jordan,
Grover Washington Jr, Kenny
Burrell, Johnny Griffin, McCoy
Tyner, Jackie McLean,Woody
Shaw, Charles Lloyd, Michel
Petrucciani, Lou Donaldson,
Jimmy Smith, Stanley Turrentine
and Cecil Taylor. It is good
as one would hope.

(28) Louis Prima: In Person
(S’More Entertainment) - The
episodic and colourful career of
the trumpeter-singer-entertainer
is covered.There are many
complete performances, and
1936’s Swing It short (with Pee
Wee Russell) is a delight.

(29) Ben Webster -Tenor
Sax Legend Live And
Intimate (Shanachie) - Webster
is showcased during three
performances in 1963, 1965
and 1969 and throughout the
fascinating 1971 documentary
Big Ben. Kenny Drew,Teddy
Wilson, and Charlie Shavers
make memorable contributions.

(30) Bob Wilber - Jazz At
The Smithsonian (Shanachie)
- Hot jazz from Bob Wilber’s
Bechet Legacy in 1981 with a
sextet also featuring trumpeter
Glenn Zottola, guitarist Chris
Flory and pianist Mark Shane.

Watch a few of these DVDs
and the quarantine will not
seem quite so bad.The music
will never let you down.

ScottYanow, who has
written 11 books of his
own (including The Great
Jazz Guitarists,The Jazz
Singers, Jazz On Film and
Jazz On Records 1917-
76), can be reached for
interesting assignments at
scottyanowjazz@yahoo.com.

Scott wrote this from
California, so some of the
labels may be different from
the ones most common
in the UK, but, given that
DVD sales are as global as
the pandemic that launched
this column, that should
not be a problem - but
check which area applies
to a particular DVD.

DVDS FOR LOCKDOWN
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Charles Mingus

Thelonious Monk
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The exceptional musical
prominence of his sons, especially
Wynton, rather served to
overshadow Ellis Marsalis Jr.’s
exceptional gifts as a pianist
and combo leader.Add in his
long-term commitment to
teaching and his occupation of a
number of key academic posts
in his home town, New Orleans,
and his comparative obscurity
is more obviously explicable.
In later years, having given up
academia, he ventured out more
and more from the Crescent
City, making for Chicago and
NewYork, and more occasionally
for Europe, often recording
with his sons. It’s in this more
recent period that it has been
possible to properly evaluate his
keyboard prowess and stylistic
enterprise. Now, with his death
on April 1 in New Orleans at
the age of 85 from complications
of Covid-19, the public presses
are working overtime to praise
his improvisatory worth and
creativity.That’s not to say that
he was not lauded in his own
city, Mayor LaToya Cantrell
describing him as ‘the prototype
of what we mean when we talk
about New Orleans jazz.’ Just
that he was rather more than
the best-known jazz parent.

Ellis Louis Marsalis Jr was born
on 14 November 1934, the son
of Ellis Marsalis Sr., owner of
the city’s first black-run motel,
a haven later on for Martin
Luther King and Ray Charles
at the height of the Civil Rights
movement. His son told me in a
1990 interview that he was not
part of the usual New Orleans

musical well-spring – there were
no famous names among his
ancestors or relatives – although
he recalled city jazz bands visiting
his school, he only came to the
music as a minority interest
much later on. He had studied
clarinet at first inspired by Artie
Shaw and saxophonist Herman
Riley remembered him as a
tenor-saxophonist when Ellis’s
high school band was given a
broadcast. But it was hearing
Dizzy Gillespie’s imposing Big
Band in New Orleans in 1949
that decided him on his path
in life: ‘That was for me. I knew
that’s what I’d like to do,’
‘ he said.

After studying classical piano and
clarinet at the Xavier University
junior school of music from
the age of eleven, his emerging
prowess as a teenage jazz
pianist brought him more and
more calls to play. In 1955, he
earned his bachelor’s degree in
music education from Dillard
University in New Orleans,
thus setting in motion a near-
lifetime teaching career, without
ever sacrificing the need and
desire to perform. Drawn to
jazz modernism in a city where
Dixieland ruled the day, Marsalis
soon affiliated with the younger
more progressive players among
the city’s African-American
community; he was a key
member of the co-operative All
For One [AFO] collective which
morphed into the American Jazz
Quartet, their recordings much-
prized, the drummer Edward
Blackwell a crucial influence.

When Blackwell made for
Los Angeles in 1956, Ellis and
his life-long friend and fellow
jazz academic, clarinetist Alvin
Batiste, followed him for a
summer sojourn, hanging out
with Ornette Coleman and
sitting in before Ellis enlisted in
the US Marine Corps in January
1957. Rather remarkably, as a
member of the Corps Four
stationed in Southern California,
he played regularly on the
Marine-sponsored TV show
Dress Blues and a radio series
called Leatherneck Songbook.
Home from 1959, he married
Dolores Ferdinand – their
marriage enduring for 58 years
until her death in 2017 - with
whom he went on to have six
sons,Wynton, Branford, Delfeayo,
and Jason each excelling in
music and jazz in particular.

After two years as a school
band and choral director at
Breaux Bridge, invitingly known
as ‘The Crawfish Capital of the
World’, Ellis and family settled
again in New Orleans and he
played from 1967 as part of
Al Hirt’s jazz entourage, also
touring quite widely with the
portly trumpeter and appearing
on TV, before working as an
adjunct professor back at Xavier.
He then spent the next twelve
years from 1974 at the New
Orleans Center for Creative Arts
high school as an instrumental
teacher with a jazz studies bias.
Clearly concerned to develop
both his music and teaching
credentials, he gained a Master’s
degree at Loyola University
under the GI Bill in 1986.

His effectiveness as an instructor
can be judged by the calibre of
students who prospered under
his tuition, these including sons
Wynton and Branford,Terrence
Blanchard, Donald Harrison,
Nicholas Payton, bassist Reginald
Veal and Marsalis-booster
Harry Connick.After two years
atVirginia Commonwealth
University in Richmond, he joined
the faculty of the University of
New Orleans in 1989 where he
became the founding director
of its Jazz Studies department,
the challenge being to combine
‘core curriculum development,

while dealing with the business
of putting a group together,
the business of playing, of
trying to write, all these kind
of things,’ he told me.

He also recorded during
this period with Cannonball
Adderley’s group, formed his
own ELM record label and
offered jazz listeners in the city
an alternative to wall-to-wall
Dixieland, always maintaining his
role as a ‘working musician’.As
he explained, traditional jazz had
largely passed him by in – blacks
were not allowed in the white
Dixieland clubs on Bourbon
Street in his day – although he
played the traditional repertoire
quite often later on. Indeed my
first sighting of Ellis was when he
toured Europe with the Heritage
Hall All-Stars in his summer
break; happily later encounters
saw him fronting his own hard
bop quintets, each of the highest
class, and usually involving son
Jason on drums.They became a
Friday-night fixture at the Snug
Harbor club on Frenchman’s
Street until just recently, his
expansive,Tyner-esque style
placing him firmly in the hard
bop category.A key figure in the
city’s French Quarter Festival
and Jazz Fest lineups, he became
vastly more valued once his
sons gained world-wide fame,
recording for Blue Note and
Columbia, sometimes with family
members, also collaborating here
with Courtney Pine in 1989.

A stern disciplinarian in
matters of music, I found
him to be approachable, but
always concerned to maintain
the highest musical standards.
As Branford said,‘He poured
everything he had into making us
the best of what we could be.’ In
2011, in a rare honour, Marsalis
and his sons were named NEA
Jazz Masters as a group.The Ellis
Marsalis Center for Music in the
MusiciansVillage in New Orleans
may stand in his memory, but
in truth, his true legacy lies is
in the continuing jazz work
of his sons and the many
musicians he tutored during
his brilliant academic career.

Pianist/educator/parent by PETER VACHER

ELLIS MARSALIS Jr.
ELLIS MARSALIS Jr.
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The jazz guitar world lost a
legend on April 1st when John
Paul ‘Bucky’ Pizzarelli lost his
battle with Covid-19, a truly
sad end to a long and full life.
Bucky was 94 years old. His wife
of 66 years, Ruth, passed away
just one week later aged 89.

Despite being relatively unknown
to the wider jazz audience Bucky
was, nevertheless, a giant in the
guitar world as an acknowledged
master of the style known as
‘chord melody’. In a nutshell,
this is a process of harmonising
each melody, or solo, note with
a three or four note chord
underneath; something that
has become a rare art these
days as guitar players focus
more on single-note playing.

Its origins lay in the innovations
of 1920’s genius Eddie Lang and
was later developed by such
artists as Dick McDonough,
Carl Kress and Allan Reuss.
With the invention of the
amplifier and the emergence of
Charlie Christian, the technique
somewhat fell by the wayside as
guitarists could now compete
with the frontline horn players
in terms of volume and attack.

However, some players continued
the tradition notably George
Van Eps who also added an
extra bass string to his guitar
giving the instrument even
more harmonic possibilities.
It was the 7-string instrument
that Bucky also specialised in
and it remains a rare beast with
the notable exception ofVan

Eps’s protegé, and close friend
of Bucky’s, Howard Alden.

Bucky turned professional
in 1944 joining the dance
orchestra led byVaughn
Monroe. By 1952 he was a staff
musician at NBC and, by 1964,
was a member of the Johnny
Carson Tonight Show band.
It’s this long and fruitful career
as a ‘studio’ musician that
arguably kept Bucky out of
the jazz limelight despite the
fact that he was a nimble,
graceful and swinging soloist as
demonstrated to great effect in
his appearances on record away
from his studio commitments.
Between 1962 and 2007 he
recorded over 30 solo albums
and 40 others as a sideman.
Each demonstrates a complete
encyclopaedic knowledge of the
guitar fretboard sitting alongside
an innate musical sense that
found him always playing the
right thing at the right time.

Never one to be ‘clever’ for
the sake of it; Bucky would be
equally happy playing Freddie
Green-style rhythm guitar as
he would demonstrating what
a gifted improviser he was.

I remember one night, many
years ago, when Bucky was
on the bill at a guitar festival.
Leading up to his set were a
procession of incredible young
guns each showing how far the
guitar had come as a jazz voice
since its early years as a strictly
chordal/rhythm instrument.As
the evening progressed things

got louder, faster and ever
more frantic. Finally, the time
had come for Bucky to take
the stage. He took his seat,
said a few polite words to the
audience and counted off a
medium tempo swinging version
of, if my memory serves, It Had
To BeYou. It was at least half the
volume of what had come before.
Within 8 bars of his first melody
statement my friend turned to
me and whispered ‘He’s just
murdered all those kids!’

Of course, this was said as a
joke, but, underneath it lies
a truth that many young jazz
musicians could learn a lot from.
Music, to Bucky and those of
his ilk, was never a competitive
pursuit. He never felt the need
to prove that he had incredible
‘chops’ although he most
certainly did! He never felt
the need to outplay anybody.
One is reminded of what Louis
Armstrong said about jamming
after hours with Bix Beiderbecke;
something along the lines of, ‘We
just wanted to see how beautiful
we could make the music.’

Bucky always had the greatest
respect for the melody of any
given tune. His improvisational
drive was always melodic.As a
master of chord substitution
he could easily have let that
overpower the integrity of
the melody but he never did.
Every embellishment of the
basic harmonic sequence was
employed to enhance the melody;
his substitutions, however
‘alternate’ they could be, would
always include the melody note.
Like Wes Montgomery, one of
the few other real masters of
chord soloing, Bucky employed
the device to help build his solos
to the eventual climax. He could
have taken the chord away and,
left with just the top note, one
would still hear a valid jazz line.

Bucky was a generous man,
always eager and willing to
share his fretboard knowledge
with young guitarists.To him,
it was a duty to pass it on and
help the next generation. He
certainly spent more time than
I’d asked of him that night at
the guitar festival when I naively

enquired,‘How do you find all
those chords across the neck?’
He patiently spoke to me, at
length, about the need to learn as
many inversions as I could in all
keys and ended with something
that I’ve never forgotten,‘But,
don’t forget the melody!’

It’s no surprise that Bucky
found himself so in-demand as a
session guitarist recording and
collaborating with everyone
from Frank Sinatra to Paul
McCartney,Aretha Franklin
to Benny Goodman and an
endless list of diverse musical
situations in between.

After the Tonight Show relocated
to California in the early 1970’s
Bucky stayed home, becoming
a mainstay of the NewYork
jazz scene and was a frequent
presence at many of the city’s
clubs, one of which,The Guitar,
featured him in duo with another
guitar great, George Barnes.
Bucky also worked the New
York scene regularly with the
likes of Stéphane Grappelli,
JoeVenuti, Bud Freeman and
Zoot Sims before forming a
guitar duo with his son John in
1980. John has since become
world famous but Bucky, with a
trademark glint in his eye said,
‘He got his baptism of fire with
me giving him dirty looks when
he played the wrong chord!’

Bucky and John were often joined
by Martin Pizzarelli, Bucky’s
bass-playing son along with John’s
vocalist wife Jessica Molaskey; a
group Bucky described as ‘the
Von Trapp family on Martinis!”

The lineage of Jazz guitar has
often been whittled down to
three players, Django Reinhardt,
Charlie Christian and Wes
Montgomery. Despite their
undisputed right to occupy most
of the headlines on the subject
the likes of Bucky Pizzarelli
should never be forgotten
especially as his philosophy was
something we all should adhere
to.As guitarist Ed Laub stated,
‘It’s about making beautiful music.
It’s not about grandstanding.
That’s what Bucky’s whole
personality is about.’

Seven-string guitar genius by DENNY ILETT

BUCKY PIZZARELLI

BUCKY PIZZARELLI



I was saddened to hear of
clarinettist/bandleader Dick
Laurie’s succumbing to corona
virus over the Easter weekend.
I had known him since the
mid-80s when I first played
trombone in his Elastic Band as
a replacement for Jim Shepherd
alongside cornetist Dick Williams.
My friend Alan Cooper had
recommended me since he and
Dick Laurie were old friends
and he often appeared alongside
him as a featured member of
the Elastix. Dick’s band had
a Condon-style approach,
reflecting his love of Pee Wee
Russell, and he had a devoted
local following, particularly in
his weekly residency at the
Jolly Gardeners in Putney.
It was a pleasure to work with
Dick Williams, but his work as

a leading film animator led to
his departure. Brian Jones took
over and was a fine lead, with
a special talent for making the
band sound as if it rehearsed-
which it never did! At one time
there was a 3-piece reed team
augmented by the booting tenor
sax of Ivor Elliot and the rhythm
section, latterly with Diz Disley,
John Rees-Jones and Rex Bennett,
was an ideal combination.

Memorable gigs included taking
part in an evening at the Royal
Albert Hall and playing a week
at the Hong Kong Jazz Club.The
band also broadcast on Radio
2. Dick and I were asked to be
consultants for the first Leeds
Castle Jazz Festival in Kent in
the mid-90s and we were proud
to bring the great Anita O’Day

over from Los Angeles for one of
the concerts. Dick also became
consultant to John Bune’s Zephyr
records and helped with the
production of a long series of
CDs featuring distinguished
pianist Brian Lemon with many
leading instrumentalists including
Ruby Braff, George Masso,
WarrenVache, Howard Alden,
Tony Coe and Alan Barnes.

During this time Dick was
following his `proper job’ in
advertising and journalism
and editing the Soho Clarion
for the Soho Society as well
as irregularly publishing his
idiosyncratic creation Hot News
International which started as the
band’s newsletter, but, inspired by
his urbanely literate wit, became
the Private Eye of the jazz scene.

Its masthead proudly proclaimed
`The Untraditional Jazz Magazine’
and it lived up to this principle,
delighting its faithful subscribers
worldwide for over 30 years.

In recent times The Elastic
Band continued their residency
at the Half Moon, Putney,
and Dick featured such
accomplished musicians as
Janusz Carmello, Mike Hogh,
Alan Berry and Paul Sealey.

Dick Laurie’s personal charm,
his sophisticated humour and
special gift for bringing out the
best in his fellow musicians
will be much missed.

Dick Laurie
1935-2020 RIP

Dick was always a good friend to Jazz Rag as he was to most people in British jazz who took the music more seriously
than themselves. From time to time he wrote for us in his quirky, but deeply knowledgeable style, we regularly stole
some of the best bits of Allegedly Hot News and, in return, he practised grand larceny on our pages.As recently as
Jazz Rag 160, we devoted half a page to the joys of what proved to be his final Allegedly Hot News, including the now
poignant quotation from Dick himself,‘We need more subscribers due to the regrettable habit some of you have of
leaving the building.’

Now that Dick has left the building, thus reducing the gaiety of nations, we celebrate him not only with Mike’s obituary,
but also with personal tributes from DIGBY FAIRWEATHER andVAL WISEMAN.

Anyone who ever met Dick
Laurie would come away
declaring themselves the happier
to have made his acquaintance.
Gentle, benignly quizzical, with
an observant – yet humorously
accommodating - view of the
world, he was as good company
off the stand as he was playing
his soft-toned mellifluous
clarinet which always reminded
me of the great Joe Marsala.
Over the years singers and
visiting sitters-in - as well as
his premier-league resident
musicians - were ever-welcome
at Dick’s sessions at The Half
Moon Putney. He was a truly kind
human being, a champion of the
underdog and a loyal friend. His
Allegedly Hot News was, in a sense,
an in-print summation of the man
himself and his attitude to life;
containing as it did fine writings
by author-commentators who
sometimes chose to operate
below the radar of the shinier

more fashionable jazz magazines
but who knew the jazz scene
from the inside and wrote
about it with true perception,
appreciation and humour.

We both delighted in the fact
that, early in the existence of
AHN its paid subscription
from the National Jazz Archive
was abruptly terminated by a
censorious senior Essex County
Council official who had spotted
an advertisement for sex-aids on
its centre pages; Dick delighted
in the fact and kept the letter as
a proud trophy! Over the years
I played many times with him
at the Half Moon and the last
time was, in fact, the last session
before Dick passed away.At his
invitation I was going to re-join
the Elastic Band after years when
the great Janusz Carmello had
held down the trumpet chair
but now it can’t happen and
no-one is more sorry than I.

So upset to learn of Dick Laurie’s
passing. I first met him shortly
after I moved to Twickenham
in 2001 when I visited the
Half Moon in Putney to hear
his famous Elastic Band. I sang
with the band on numerous
occasions over the years right
up to the summer of 2019.
Dick was a gentleman, gracious
and charming, but always with a
twinkle in his eye and a waspish
sense of humour which often

spilled over onto the pages of
his legendary jazz magazine
Allegedly Hot News. He was
the jazz musician’s champion,
always supportive and ever
generous and I always felt
very privileged to be counted
amongst those he championed.

He will be much missed
by his many friends and
musicians who belong to this
unique jazz fraternity. Dick
was always at its heart.

DICK LAURIE
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Remembered by MIKE POINTON

DICK LAURIE

Dick Laurie
with Kenny Ball

Digby Fairweather Val Wiseman
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NOT JUST A BEGINNER

Sinne Eeg’s new album on Stunt
Records, We’ve Just Begun,
was released earlier this year
to considerable acclaim.

Since graduating from the Esbjerg
Academy of Music in 2003, Sinne
Eeg has staked a fair claim to be
Scandinavia’s top jazz singer. Four
times, between 2007 and 2015,
she has been awarded the Danish
Vocal Album of theYear, on the
last two occasions for releases
on Stunt Records. We’ve Just
Begun seems likely to add to the
list, judging by the reactions of
such wise critics as Dave Gelly
who wrote that, in addition to
mastery of such requirements as
time and intonation, she has ‘an
attractive flexible voice, sings and
writes songs in two languages
and improvises perfect wordless
scat.’ As is by no means always
the case, her own tunes, he
wrote, are ‘proper melodies’.

Sinne describes her early career
as being ‘a transition from being
an amateur from the age of
4’ to going on gigs with her
father’s family band at the age
of 18. Interestingly, when I asked
about her early influences, she
began by listing instrumentalists,
ones that her father introduced
her to, a wide range including
Stan Getz, Oscar Peterson and
Keith Jarrett.When she began
singing, her ‘first idol’ was Nancy
Wilson and her impeccable jazz
pedigree comes out in such
influences as SarahVaughan,Anita
O’Day, Betty Carter and Dinah
Washington, great singers in
very different styles as she went
through what she calls ‘phases’
of appreciation.Though, as she
puts it, her address has always
been Denmark, she has truly
been an international performer
throughout her career:

‘Right after graduating from
the conservatory, I toured
Japan and China – and later
in Europe.At one time I had
a three month residency in
Shanghai which became my
second home – and for the last
six or seven years I’ve regularly
toured the United States.’

Sinne performs a judicious mix of
standards and her own material,
with a range of different lyricists:

‘When I write music, I write
music. I don’t see myself as a
songwriter, though sometimes
I get lucky and write a lyric I’m
satisfied with.When I don’t know
what to do with a melody, I try
to think what sort of lyrics would
fit. I have a very good colleague,
Soren Sko, who is more of a pop
and folk singer and he can write
lyrics that linger in the mind,
so, when I write something not
so jazzy, I ask him. I have other
writers for tunes that sound
more like jazz evergreens. I have
different reasons for choosing
standards – maybe I’m looking for
something specific or I like the
chord changes or I’ve just heard
a great version that inspired
me – but both the melody and
the words must be interesting.
I have to communicate with
the audience, so the words
must mean something to me.’

Being a singer whose first
language is not the first language
of jazz presents a challenge.
Sinne sings in both Danish and
English.The musical language of
Danish songs is not naturally
suited to jazz, she believes, but
over the years she has found
‘a good way of making sense of
Danish songs in jazz terms.’

Unusually, We’ve Just Begun finds
her accompanied by the Danish
Radio Big Band, rather than a
small group.What, I wonder, does
she look for in an accompanist?

‘I like an accompanist who
knows me and knows he can
trust me – I don’t want to be
handed everything on a silver
plate. I like to be challenged and
surprised and I like to feel I am
having a conversation. Jacob
Christoffersen who I’ve worked
with many years is so skilled, a
great listener. He knows how
to back a singer and he knows
how little he can play. I also
really enjoyed working with
Larry Goldings – we did a duo
concert in LA and that man is
pure music. It’s all about good
taste, elegance and creativity.

‘With a big band it’s different.
You can improvise, but there is a
frame and you can’t break out of
the arrangement. In a small group
somebody can come up with
something different and all the

others follow.That’s not possible
with a big band, but there is
so much power and precision
when you have five saxophones,
five trombones, five trumpets
and rhythm playing together
– it gives me goosebumps.A
good arranger can get so many
colours with a big band.’

When discussing the arrangers
on the album, it’s noticeable
that Sinne always talks about
working co-operatively together:
with the likes of Peter Jensen (‘a
fantastic big band arranger, so
creative, the way he harmonises
is inspiring’) and Roger Newman
(‘a good friend who actually
got me to the States for the
first time and a legend who
arranged for Ray Charles,
Buddy Rich and Count Basie’).

Looking back over a prolific
recording career Sinne Eeg
recalls that, when she started,
the idea was to create concept
albums, otherwise the fear
was that nobody would write
about you! To her, however, the
idea of a theme or concept has
never appealed.The differences
between her albums are more of
a matter of who she chooses to
play with, from duo to big band.

Her open-mindedness,
unwillingness to be pigeon-
holed, shows in her response
to a question she finds difficult:
what sort of a singer is she? In
the vocal jazz tradition, certainly,
and she can swing definitely, but
she also likes to vary her style
to sing folk or country – and
in the end comes up with an
honest and modest answer:

‘I use my ears and try to fit in
with the rest of the band.’

Among Sinne’s many awards
possibly the most prestigious
is the Ben Webster Prize
which she received in 2014,
coincidentally the year after
her long-time associate Jacob
Christoffersen. Ben Webster
lived in Denmark for many
years and, as Sinne explains,
after his death a foundation
was set up to make sure that
his accumulated royalties were
used for the benefit of jazz
musicians in Denmark. Part of the
foundation’s work is to honour a

musician each year who reflects
the true spirit of jazz: as Sinne
says, many great Danish musicians
have received the prize, from
Jesper Thilo in 1977 onwards.

When we spoke, Denmark was
further down the road than the
UK, beginning to emerge from
the coronavirus lockdown, but
Sinne sees the immediate future
as difficult for international
touring, something that has
been a key part of her career.
She makes the point that it’s
not essential for the lyrics to be
in the audience’s first language
for them to be appreciated,
but she finds that Americans
‘know jazz on a different level.’
However, clearly her favourite
country for touring remains
Japan for a mixture of musical
and personal reasons:

‘Audiences are so dedicated
and responsive and touring is
so comfortable. Everything is
perfectly arranged and the food
is superb.Venues always have
great pianos and sound systems.’

Despite the difficulties ahead,
Sinne remains positive,
performing regular on-line
concerts, full of ideas for things
she wants to record and people
she wants to record with
and – in more general terms –
delighted that there are so many
fine young jazz singers to ‘keep
the tradition alive and fresh.’

www.sinnemusic.com

RON SIMPSON

NOT JUST A BEGINNER
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ADVENTURES IN THE INTERVIEWING GAME

It was reading celebrity
interviewer Lynn Barber’s recent
memoir A Curious Career that set
me thinking about the marginally
more curious idea of making a
living out of interviewing jazz
musicians.Where she seeks to
nail the character of her subjects,
often exposing their foibles and
looking for revelatory moments,
my aim has always been just to
get the facts. Usually the jazz
facts, at that. Her emphasis has
sometimes has been on the
comedic; mine has not. She
debunks; I don’t. I prefer to
build rather than to dismantle.

Having started this caper as far
back as 1959, I tallied up the total
of my targets.Well in excess of
250, these encounters having
taken place in England,Wales,
never Scotland, but also France,
Spain, Switzerland, Holland, and
the US, of course.And now, in
cyber-space too. Initially it was
always American musicians whose
stories intrigued me; latterly it
has mostly been local players
whose views and experiences
I’ve sought to represent.To put it
in a nutshell, that’s just a matter
of market forces.There are
fewer outlets now, if any at all,
for the kind of lengthy ‘as-told-
to’ career-stories that I started
doing so one has had to adapt to
the preferred interview-feature
format. More on that anon.

Picture the scene. Like many in
my pre-Beatles generation, I’d

fallen heavily for jazz.Traditional
jazz.We’d bought the records, as
few as there then were, started
a band and tracked down every
book and jazz periodical we
could. It was the writings of
my heroes Max Jones,Albert
McCarthy and Stanley Dance that
set me off on the path that has
persisted.As they concentrated
on documenting the lives of US
musicians mostly, and African-
Americans in the majority, I began
to feel an almost religious zeal
to do the same. I liked detailing
obscure band personnels and
recording recollections of times
gone by. Good and bad. Much
of this seemed to chime with
the then dominant struggle for
Civil Rights in America, again a
cause which consumed many
of us, albeit at a distance.

I’d started sending news snippets
to Max for his column in Melody
Maker and summoned up the
nerve to ask him where the Buck
Clayton All-Stars were staying.
They were here on tour in 1959
as part of a Newport package.
Toting a borrowed tape recorder,
a reel-to-reel job the size of a
small suitcase and with my friend
Ian and his camera, off we set for
Central London. Unannounced
and unprepared. I think it was
to Airways Mansions, just off
Oxford Street. Spotting drummer
Herbie Lovelle in the lobby, we
suggested a chat; no, he said,
cordially, he was off out, but we
should try Al Williams, the band

pianist. Room no XYZ.Alarmingly,
Mr.Williams was still in his night-
attire as he greeted us : memo
to putative interviewer, don’t call
on touring musicians at 11.00am
on a Sunday morning. Still, he
greeted us warmly, quickly
changed and agreed to talk,
before equally alarmingly, offering
us a mid-morning Scotch.This
we declined and then set up the
recorder, only to find that we’d
failed to bring its microphone.
Hence the need to take down
Al’s reminiscences in my primitive
shorthand. Photos were staged,
Al happy to put on his band
uniform and at his suggestion
we set off for an Indian meal.

Writing the piece from my notes
and seeing it in print in Coda,
the fine Canadian magazine, was
enormously gratifying. Even more
so when Al confirmed that it was
accurate, something of a miracle
considering the amateurishness
of our approach. I continued
to place interview features and
other pieces with Coda until the
magazine folded.There followed
a long sequence of similar
forays; Sunday mornings mostly,
and increasingly successful,
this despite the same vast tape
recorder jamming when we
interviewed Basie trumpeter
Fip Ricard.A hand-held cassette
tape recorder then supplanted
the suit-case and its unobtrusive
size proved a boon: until Art
Farmer rejected it as inadequate
and decided our interview
cassette should be transferred
to his superior machine. Sadly, he
failed to switch it on. Data lost.

Encountering veteran tenor-
saxophonist Benny Waters in
Paris in the early 1960s was
something of a gamechanger for
me. Bowled over by his playing,
I published the first full account
of his life in Jazz Monthly and
helped, I like to think, to alert
British audiences to his nearby
availability. Happily, we became
friends and I wrote a steady
stream of features about him,
mostly for Melody Maker, to
which I had become a regular
contributor.Another happy
meeting was with clarinetist
Joe Darensbourg, to whom I’d
been writing for some years,

and whom I welcomed in
person when he came over
to the UK in 1962 with Louis
Armstrong and the All-Stars.
It was Joe who introduced
me to Louis backstage: I didn’t
wash that hand for a month!

We talked then on tape and
again when Joe returned with the
Legends of Jazz, and spoke about
collaborating on a book about his
musical life. Meanwhile, I wrote
feature pieces on him and his
compatriots, like trumpeter Andy
Blakeney, these conversations
usually pre-arranged and involving
hotel visits. Indeed, I became
something of an expert on
musicians and their hotel rooms,
neat or shambolic; also learning
to time my arrival at an hour
to suit, one such visit preceded
by a departing lady friend.

Ed Thigpen politely declined our
request for an interview, but he
offered us tea; Illinois Jacquet
and his wife, over-refreshed,
were out cold when I called by
appointment; it was a further
20 years before we managed
the promised interview, this at
2.00am in Birmingham over a
fish supper.Tenor honker Joe
Houston, holed up in a flea-pit
motel in Hertfordshire, felt too ill
to talk after all; even so, he made
it to the 100 Club that night for
the gig.The show had to go on.
New Orleans banjoist Father
Al Lewis, staying at an equally
moth-eaten West London hotel,
wanted 1000 dollars up front, but
relented; again the Melody Maker
carried the resulting article.

By now, my earlier wide-eyed
and sometimes naïve enthusiasm
had been tempered by a degree
of professionalism. I learned how
to structure an interview piece
and above all, wherever possible
to undertake some research
before an appointment.As with
Art Blakey, at Melody Maker’s
behest, the great man fresh in
from his run round Hyde Park
who proceeded to give me his
standard interview, only pausing
when I began to probe his
early involvement with Fletcher
Henderson.‘How did you know
about that?’, he asked, surprised.
Research, dear sir, research.

by PETER VACHER

ADVENTURES IN THE INTERVIEWING GAME

Photo by Robert Burns
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Covering festivals: Nice above
all, North Sea,Ascona, Marbella,
Vienne, Los Angeles, London
festivals too, all proved fruitful
even if Fats Domino tenorist
Herb Hardesty couldn’t keep
his eyes off the nubile young
lady seated alongside him in the
hotel lounge in Ascona despite
promising to speak to me about
his early days in New Orleans big
bands. Interview abandoned, with
apologies. It’s worth recalling
that many festival interviews as
with those in London with Basie,
Ellington and Mingus big band
sidemen were relatively easy
to arrange.A quick back-stage
chat, an agreed time, and these
musicians were happy to talk.
Soloists like WarrenVaché, Kenny
Davern,Teddy Edwards and Scott
Hamilton spent lengthy periods
here and were pleased to speak
with a journalist, the unwritten
expectation that their thoughts
and comments would one day
see print. I was happy to oblige.

Mind you, sometimes the
interviews were more scrambled
affairs: I taped bassist Johnny
Williams on the staircase at
Pizza Express Dean Street, spoke
to pianist Renee Rosnes in the
corridor by the ladies in the
Brecon’s Market Hall, to Blakey
bassist Jymie Merritt on the band
bus driving to Hammersmith
and to pianist Sammy Price
backstage at the Grapes Wine
Bar in London in what turned
out to be the linen cupboard.
He didn’t seem to mind as I sat
crouched on a pile of table-
cloths. Ellis Marsalis insisted
we converse over breakfast at
his Hague hotel, as did George
Auld.Why not? Somehow
or other, worthwhile articles
always seemed to emerge.

Still, don’t let this apparent rush
of success go to your head,
one might say: I interviewed
the ever-agreeable Hank Jones
at North Sea in The Hague.A
delightful experience, as was
a similar meet-up with tenor-
man Plas Johnson in the Dean
Street flat in London.These
pieces duly published, I made
sure Jones and Johnson saw
them: re-encountering both men
years later, they had absolutely
no memory of our ever having
met. Or of the articles. Oh,
well! Others, like Jay McShann
gave me an interview only to

hold back on detail with their
own putative books in mind.
Mind you, his never appeared.

Back to Darensbourg. Now
determined to create a book
about his highly picaresque life,
I went over to Los Angeles to
stay with him for a memorable
fortnight in 1979, just 20 years
after our first contact. Basically,
it was a matter of taping his
reminiscences, working through
his scrapbooks, visiting associates
and gathering the essence of his
life story. Some days, this worked;
others it didn’t. Often the real
anecdotes would only come out
once I’d put the tape recorder
away. I learned with Joe to keep
the recorder handy: we taped in
the car as he drove, we taped in
the supermarket as we went up
and down the aisles, we taped
late, we taped early. Quite often
we recorded aspects of his story,
especially the more scurrilous
passages, well out of ear-shot of
his quite strait-laced wife Helen.
The resulting book was entitled
Telling It Like It Is and I was proud
that that was just what it did.
Frank and direct, like Joe.While
with him in sunny California, I
began to meet others of the
LA-based New Orleans musical
diaspora and added yet more
interviews to the pile, some
of which surfaced in my most
recent book Swingin’ on Central
Avenue; others dating from my
two later LA research trips are
scheduled for its successor.

I also learned that on occasion
an interview is simply too dull
to sell or that one has arrived
too late. Down deep in South
Central Los Angeles, ex-drummer
Carl Johnson’s fading memory
made our interview null and
void. More of concern, I couldn’t
get a taxi to come to that part
of town to pick me up. Up in
Berkeley, California, elderly
retired trumpeter Ike Bell
was similarly apologetic.As his
wife said, handing us a glass of
home-made lemonade,‘We’re
just falling apart.’ Timing is all.
Veteran trumpeter Alton Grant,
a key LA figure, said he couldn’t
leave his sick wife and ex-Parker
pianist Jimmie Bunn refused to
see us, cursing his involvement in
music. Other intriguing players
were out of town or sadly,
failed to show for an appointed
interview. Each time I arrived in
Los Angeles with my shopping

list of subjects it was to learn
that I was either out of luck or
that individuals had moved away.
Still, serendipity being what it is,
other opportunities opened up
and new names came to the fore.

These days, the cassette recorder
is mostly back in the drawer,
as interviews with visiting US
players or local hot-shots are
mostly realized through e-mail
questioning, this seeming to
work rather well. Some locals
have been prepared to come to
me rather than me go to them.
Visiting American players are
seldom in London for more than
day or two – no long sojourns
so no impromptu meetings. It’s
often a matter now of fixing
an interview via a PR person.
I was the fifth journalist in
the queue to quiz one top US
singer a few years back. 45
minutes and you’re out.Today’s
media usually seek a hook to
prompt a musician profile: a
new album, a new tour, or a new
group.Anything newsworthy.

I managed when working for
both the Melody Maker and
Jazz UK to track down veteran
British players and tell some
of their stories. I was also
fortunate enough to be part
of the team that interviewed
significant British jazz figures
for the National Sound Archive
Oral History of British Jazz – each
interview running for some
four or five hours with an NSA
colleague on hand to look
after the audio side. Bliss!

If that’s the icing on the cake, fair
enough. Mind you, the funding
for that project has now ceased.
Once there was a plethora of
outlets: today there are few.

Operating essentially as a print
journalist, I’ve written for more
defunct magazines, here and
in the US and Canada, than
seems wholly decent and seen
the general interest in writing
about jazz much diminished.
Where once I wrote a dozen jazz
obituaries a year for the Guardian
newspaper, now I’m lucky if I get
one in per year. Most suggestions
are declined. Pop and rock
carry the day. Reflections? The
invariable courtesy afforded
me by interviewees, many of
whom have had to take my
presence in their homes on trust.
The delight that comes when
a subject declares themselves
satisfied with what one has
written – I was touched when
two veterans told me they’d
framed my articles about them
and hung them on the wall.

In the end, it’s all about nosiness
really, benign curiosity, you
could call it, coupled with
a desire to document fast-
disappearing aspects of the
jazz story before it’s too late. I
was always intrigued to know
what made these often lesser-
known musicians tick.And to
understand how they coped
with the precarious business of
playing jazz for a living.As for
today’s players, they have a story
to tell, too, and deserve our time
and attention. So for now, as a
freelance writer, I’m on call to
go where editors want me to
go. Interviews, yes, but reviews
and features like this one, too

It’s been quite a ride so far.
Have I enough material for
another book? Possibly. Is there
a potential publisher? Unlikely.

AlWilliams Photo by
Ian Powell
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On December 2nd, 2016, a
monument to Philip Larkin was
dedicated in Westminster Abbey’s
Poets’ Corner.The Order of
Service for the Dedication of
the Memorial has one or two
jolly-sounding speakers or
readers – such as Grayson Perry
and Sir Tom Courtenay – but
generally it is heavy with such
titles as the Dean of Westminster
and the President of the Philip
Larkin Society.The words of the
prayers are printed in full and
the congregation is regularly
instructed to stand or sit.
Then the second of the poems
read by Sir Tom is followed
by the solemn injunction,

All remain seated for:
Riverside Blues
King Oliver (1881-1938)

The poem that preceded it
was Reference Back. Larkin was
famous for his unsatisfactory
(the word comes four times in
the poem) relationship with his
parents and the poem deals with
the visit of a youngish Larkin
to his mother during which he
does little more than stay in his
room and play records.‘That
was a pretty one,’ his mother
calls to him. It’s Oliver’s Riverside
Blues and ‘the flock of notes the
antique Negroes blew’ forms a
temporary bridge between ‘your
(his mother’s) unsatisfactory age
and my unsatisfactory youth.’

Jazz certainly had a great
emotional power for Larkin. It’s
remarkable that the finest of
his slim volumes of poetry, The
WhitsunWeddings, contains two
poems inspired by jazz, the other
dedicated to Sidney Bechet, a
perpetual favourite of Larkin’s.

So he was one of the good
guys, taking a knowledgeable
enthusiasm about jazz into the
groves of academe? Well, up
to a point. Since his death in
1985 Larkin has been a figure of
controversy as the establishment
tried to come to terms with his
misogyny, love of pornography
and bursts of Blimpishness, but
the controversy about Larkin the
jazz writer started rather earlier.

Self-isolating at home, I began

pottering through two rewarding,
but rather different, jazz
anthologies from the 1990s,
neither of them re-printed since
then so far as I know: Miles
Kington’s The Jazz Anthology
(1992), short extracts, sometimes
no more than a paragraph,
arranged thematically, and Robert
Gottlieb’s Reading Jazz (1996),
a massive doorstep of a book
of longer excerpts austerely
arranged under Autobiography,
Reportage and Criticism. I
decided to check out how
different writers had judged the
same musician, settled on Charlie
Parker and bumped straight
into the Larkin phenomenon.
Get him on his favourite jazz
of, say, the 1930s and no one
better conveys the joy it brings;
any hint of ‘modernism’ (pretty
ancient now, but I suppose it
was fairly modern when he was
writing) and he turns into an Old
Testament prophet calling down
plagues of boils on sinful Mankind.

It was a footnote in Larkin’s
Introduction to a collection
of his newspaper pieces, All
What Jazz?, reproduced in the
Gottlieb volume, that caught
my eye:‘I fancy, however, that
Parker was improving at the
time of his death, possibly as
a result of meeting Bechet in
France (Bechet was always ready
to instruct the young).’ For
sheer patronising cloth-eared
bigotry, that stands alongside
Rex Harris’ claim in Jazz (1952)
that Coleman Hawkins would
have achieved much more if
he had stuck to a proper jazz
instrument – the clarinet. Harris’
fundamentalist approach now
prompts a more than occasional
chuckle, but to be fair to him
he was a maverick amateur
whose real business was (if I
remember correctly) dentistry.

Now Larkin’s main business
was librarianship and his genius
was for writing poetry, but
for ten years (1961-1971) he
was the official jazz critic of
the Daily Telegraph – wonderful
in these straitened times to
think of a major national daily
having a jazz critic! Didn’t that
place some obligation on him
to understand his subject?

A section of the Kington book
is devoted to ‘Bits of Larkin’ and
any Miles Davis fan is strongly
advised to look away at this point.
I am no great enthusiast for
Miles and reckon his enormous
reputation owes something to
the number of great trumpeters
of his generation who perished
sadly early, but Larkin goes way
over the top and beats the
same drum of Miles-bashing
again and again:‘To me he is the
Charles Addams of the trumpet
– without the humour, of
course.’/’a master of rebarbative
boredom’/’almost anything…has
seemed to me more interesting
than the passionless creep of a
Miles Davis trumpet solo.’ By the
time he wrote his introduction
to AllWhat Jazz?, though he
still dismissed the beboppers
comprehensively, he had such
younger musicians as Ornette
Coleman,Archie Shepp and
Albert Ayler to get his teeth into.

So is there a case to be made for
Larkin the jazz critic? Much as the
definitive nature of his wrong-
headed judgements infuriates,
there are, in fact, several cases to
be made, some more convincing
than others. It’s always a bit of a
cop-out to suggest other people
were as bad, but it’s certainly
true in his case. On the one hand
a fair bit of pretentious junk
was written about the various
new things in jazz as they came
along and on the other it wasn’t
Larkin who wrote absurdly in
1960,‘Just as long as real jazz
lovers and critics allow bop to
be presented to the public as
“Jazz” or “Modern Jazz”, it is very
unlikely that the situation will get
any brighter.’ That was Hugues
Panassie, founding President of
the Hot Club de France and a
writer of great certainty in his
own wisdom. Larkin, to be fair,
sets out his own unsuitability
for the role of jazz critic in his
introduction – but even so he
carried on doing it for 10 years!

There is certainly a role for the
writer who regularly confronts
the current orthodoxy, though
maybe it’s better if he’s on
surer ground in discerning
the Emperor’s nakedness. I
value Larkin’s comment on the

death of Johnny Hodges, an
assertion of the permanence
of class irrespective of fashion,
even as it is an unnecessarily
waspish dig at Coltrane:

‘Hodges brought as much beauty
into jazz as Coltrane did ugliness
(a large claim, but I’ll stick to
it), but Coltrane got TheTimes
obituary and Hodges didn’t:
that’s the world we live in.’

In the 1960s Hodges – and other
Larkin favourites such as Fats
Waller and Bechet – may not
have been flavour of the month
with avant-garde jazz critics, but
at least they were recognised
as major figures, but Larkin also
reminded us of the great jazz
we were in danger of forgetting.
Constantly he returned to
those wonderful Rhythmakers
sessions of the early 1930s
with the likes of Red Allen, Pee
Wee Russell and Fats Waller.
When singer Billy Banks toured
Europe in the 1950s, Larkin
made one of his oddly rare visits
to a live performance, only to
be grievously disappointed at
Banks’ Al Jolson impressions!

So Larkin raises fundamental
questions on the role of a jazz
critic/reviewer/columnist. It’s a
great thing to spread the word
about Bessie Smith or Eddie Lang,
but, if your readers trust you on
that, might they not also trust
you when you write nonsense?

RON SIMPSON looks back to a controversial jazz writer.

ALL WHAT JAZZ?
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TOM GREEN SEPTET

TIPPING POINT

Spark 008 57.54

Trombonist Green always keeps
good company and tends to
stick with the musical friends he
made at college. He’s appeared
in various line-ups with these
musicians. I can recall several
of them appearing as the Dixie
Strollers under trumpeter James
Davison’s leadership – he’s on
this album too – but this is an
altogether different kettle of fish.

Green’s septet has recorded
before (Skyline appeared in
2015, also on Spark) and as on
the earlier release seven of the
eight tracks are Green’s own.
This time his notes state that
20% of the album proceeds
will be donated to charities
connected with climate change.
So, good news all round, for
Green’s pieces are contemporary
in feel, with clever harmonic
resolutions, good melodic
ideas and deep-down swing.

He’s already won prizes for jazz
composition and is a graduate
of the Royal Academy of Music.
For this recording, made in June
2019, Green and Davison line
up with Tommy Andrews (alto
and soprano sax), Sam Miles
(tenor sax); Sam James (piano),
Misha Mullov-Abbado (bass)
and drummer Scott Chapman.

Green’s gift for texture is striking,
the ability to add depth, to
simulate a much larger ensemble,
to allow an ebb and flow, is
easily seen with the album’s title
track, and the room it makes
for Andrews’ zig-zagging alto.
The backing suggests turbulent
things to come, as Green
enters, ribald and mournful,
Davison expressive, before some
Mingus-like to and fro, over

Chapman’s vigorous drums.
All the way through, the writing
is resilient, the soloists embedded
yet able to shine, jewel-like, amid
the aural backdrop. Green knows
his way round the arranger’s
handbook but has sufficient
strengths of his own and the
right choices of companions to
make this a standout album.

PETERVACHER

BYRON WALLEN

PORTRAIT: REFLECTIONS
ON BELONGING

Twilight JaguarTJCD3 45:06

Trumpeter Byron Wallen is
a true original, as evidenced
by the receipt of a BBC Jazz
Award in the Jazz Innovation
category as far back as 2003.
Here we are in 2020 with an
equally innovative new album.

At the age of fifty, it seems fitting
that here we have in Wallen’s
own words a meditation ‘on
identity, culture and what it
means to belong.’ The trumpeter
was born in London to parents
from Belize.The album was
conceived whilst sitting in the
central square in Woolwich,
South East London and that
City’s multi-cultural nature
is reflected in the music.

All of the compositions are by
Wallen and all expertly played
by the core quartet of Rob Luft
on guitar, Paul Micheal on bass
guitar and RodYoungs at the
drums.Wallen plays flugelhorn,
shells, piano and percussion
along with his customary
trumpet.The group enlist the
help of a percussionist on three
tracks and pupils of Plumcroft
Primary School provide vocals
on a further three pieces.

Wallen takes inspiration from
Darcus Howe,Woolwich Arsenal,
and other sources and, as he
indicates in the album notes,

the role of ancestors in our
lives and respect for our own
and others’ cultures is very
important to him and influences
the music.As to the music
itself, it is atmospheric, with the
opening Anthem (Epilogue) being
especially so. Found sound is
deployed throughout to enhance
the atmosphere and every piece
on the album has something
special to offer. For me, the ballad
Fundamental is outstanding and
the contrasting Holler is a joy.

ALAN MUSSON

ERROLL GARNER

FEELING IS BELIEVING

Mack Avenue MAC1165 45.17

These eleven tracks have been
garnered (excuse the pun)
from two sessions recorded
in November and December
1969.They have seen previous
life on Mercury, Banquet, and
Telmarc and although this
release claims that this is the
point where Garner began to
develop his idiosyncratic style,
these tracks sound very much
like the usual Garner to me.

Certainly it would be interesting
if it was an example of an
emerging style, but Garner
seemed to arrive in the jazz
world fully formed and stuck
pretty much to that formula
for his entire career; that killer
left hand and all those tumbling
right hand runs which produced
that exuberant and spirited style
which immediately identified him.

On these sessions it is obvious
that he hadn’t yet found a
drummer who could fit into
his style and Charlie Persip
and Joe Cucozzo, though fine
drummers, are superfluous to
Garner’s metronomic left hand.

So what’s to say? It’s a pleasing
Garner outing; nothing

remarkable, but uniquely Garner
and none the worse for that.
Mack Avenue have done an
excellent job on the remastering
and fans of the pianist may want
to replace their old LPs with this
new version, but this feels very
much a ‘job done’ occasion.

JOHN MARTIN

SINNE EEG & THE
DANISH RADIO
BIG BAND

WE’VE JUST BEGUN

Stunt Records STUCD
19132 51:43

Sinne Eeg has released a string
of critically acclaimed albums,
winning numerous awards along
the way.The Danish Radio Big
Band joined Eeg in the studio
over four days at the end of
January 2019 to record We’ve Just
Begun and the finished product
is destined to further enhance
Eeg’s reputation as one of the
finest vocalists of her generation.
Five of the album’s ten tracks
were written or co-written by
Eeg and lose little by comparison
with a selection of jazz standards
including My FavouriteThings,
Detour Ahead and Comes Love.
Instrumental soloists are
indicated in the liner notes
(including Gerard Presencer,
flugelhorn on To a New Day), the
contributions are never less than
immaculate and a striking feature
of most is commendable brevity.

Eeg possesses an enviable, pitch-
perfect, vocal range.The Danish
Radio Big Band, conducted by
Nikolai Bøgelund, is on top of the
material throughout and Ms Eeg
couldn’t wish for a better ‘backing
band’.The title track opens the
album and within a few bars it is
evident that Egg is a commanding
presence not in the least
intimidated by the latent power
of Denmark’s premier big band.
Hans Ulrik’s tenor saxophone

CD REVIEWS
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solo lays down a marker and all
subsequent soloists - including
Henrik Gunde, piano on Like a
Song, Per Gade, guitar on Talking
to Myself, Frederik Menzies,
tenor sax on My FavouriteThings,
and Peter Fuglsang, clarinet on
Comes Love - step up to the
mark. We’ve Just Begun is an
exceptionally good recording
and should be considered one
of 2020’s essential purchases.

RUSSELL CORBETT

FRED HUNT

BLUES ‘N’ BOOGIE

Lake Records LACD361 72.34

These re-mastered recordings
released by Paul Adams on his
prestigious Lake Records label
reveal the artistry and rich
diversity of one of Britain’s
finest jazz pianists. Self taught
and stylistically influenced by
American stride pianist Donald
Lambert, Fred Hunt is featured
here in live performance with
Mike Bracewell on drums, who
recorded the proceedings on
his portable tape recorder.

The year is 1979, Bracewell
tells us in his informative sleeve
notes; the setting is a northern
hotel where a crowded, smoke-
tinged room holds a well-worn
piano. Most of us can relate
to this and much of the lively
atmosphere is retained as Hunt
treats his audience to a veritable
masterclass of styles and genres.
A stirring St. Louis Blues heralds
a rich tapestry of familiar titles
from the Glenn Miller and
Ellington catalogues; thoughtful
readings of show stoppers As
Time Goes By, Sweet Lorraine
and Send InThe Clowns and
inspired themes associated with
Yesterdays and Autumn Leaves.

Two Gershwin tributes
Lady Be Good andThe Man
I Love with their seamless

changes and rhythms are
tremendous and Hunt closes
on a high with an impressive
interpretation of Elegie by French
composer Jules Massenet.

Fred Hunt rose to prominence
through his long association
with the Alex Welsh Band.The
bonus track Davenport Blues was
recorded by Allan Gilmore at
The Dancing Slipper, Nottingham
in 1968 and features Hunt in
duo with the maestro himself.
The overall performance is
stunning. I can’t think of a more
fitting tribute to either artist.

VAL WISEMAN

THE FRENCH
PRESERVATION
NEW ORLEANS
JAZZ BAND

ALIVE AND KICKING
IN EUROPE

Upbeat Jazz URCD 299D,
2 CDs, 76.00/76/00

Upbeat Records continue to
keep alive the recordings of the
late Big Bill Bissonnette’s Jazz
Crusade label.This double CD
first appeared 15 years ago as
Jumpin’ at Irigny (where this live
session was recorded in 2003)
and the present re-naming seems
rather odd in view of Big Bill’s
passing two years ago. Bill and
cornetist FredVigorito guest
with the French Preservation
New Orleans Jazz Band which
consists of saxist Jean-Pierre
Alessi and rhythm, thereby
giving the lie to all those New
Orleans ‘purists’ who think
saxophones are the work of
the devil.This is authentic New
Orleans jazz and not a clarinet
in sight,Alessi even doing the
honours – very nicely, thank
you – on Burgundy Street Blues.

Alessi is an interesting,
uncomplicated player whose
melody statements can have

a four-square dance band feel
before he boots into driving,
rhythmic solos, often with
more than a touch of rhythm
and blues.The note refers to
Emanuel Paul as his guru, but
there are echoes of Captain
John Handy, too. FredVigorito
varies strong lead with delicate
touches and freakish effects and
Big Bill’s burry-toned tailgate
has its sentimentally melodic
moments. Henry Lemaire on
banjo (habitues of Mike Durham’s
Jazz Party know him as a bass
player) and Joel Gregoriades on
bass combine splendidly and, with
drummer Clody Gratiot, really
kick on in uptempo numbers
such as Get Out of Here.
Like so many New Orleans bands
the eclectic repertoire appeals.
After a none too promising start
with a raucous Washington &
Lee Swing (banjo over-recorded,
though generally the ‘live’ sound
is pretty good) things settle
nicely with an unexpectedly
lively version of Brahms’ Cradle
Song and a delightful Lavender
Blue at that typical lilting slow-
medium tempo. So we go on,
old warhorses such as Bugle Boy
March and Panama alongside
obscurities (Love Songs of the Nile)
and such swing era favourites as
Moonglow and Marie which starts
out as a ringing banjo solo before
turning into an uninhibited romp.

RON SIMPSON

DON VAPPIE &
JAZZ CREOLE

THE BLUE BOOK
OF STORYVILLE

Lejazzetal Records: LJC22 72:37

DonVappie and Jazz Créole is
a tight quartet, playing mainly
New Orleans creole stuff in
a freewheeling way with a big
happy sound. Leader and vocalist,
DonVappie, New Orleans-born,
is too young to have seen most
of the great traditional jazz

banjoists with whom he stands
comparison in complete mastery
of the whole gamut of trills,
rills, runs and accentuations,
not least Johnny St Cyr, an
obvious influence. His Créole
family name wasVapaille, and his
great-uncle, Papa John Joseph,
played bass with the legendary
Buddy Bolden, later with the
Original Tuxedo Orchestra and
ultimately with George Lewis.

He is supported by three
outstanding, internationally-
renowned musicians, no
strangers to each other and
steeped in the music. Dave
Kelbie’s rhythm guitar is a
constant delight in itself, never
obtrusive, always supportive and
inventive. For much of his career
he has been associated with
Hot Club-style music, playing
recently with Evan Christopher’s
acclaimed Django à la Créole –
as has swinging Australian bass
player Sébastien Girardot.

David Horniblow’s versatile
clarinet and sax require even
less introduction, especially to
Traditional Jazz fans, who will
remember his goodly stints
with each of the three Bs.
Horniblow expresses the
melody on all the tracks which
offer a fascinating insight into
Créole music’s diversity and its
rhythms being rooted not least in
ragtime, spasm bands, marching
bands, the call and response of
spirituals and in Créole culture.

LaVille Jacamel is an utterly
charming traditional Haitian
folk song about a hapless
traveller - or should that be
‘hatless’ - who keeps losing his
headwear. C’est l’autre Cancan,
which composer Kid Ory - who
more than anybody took New
Orleans Jazz’s French influence
to a wider audience - simply
called Créole Song, is taken at
a much slower tempo and
instead of hot and stomping
becomes a jaunty little tune.

This is a loving homage to
New Orleans’ Creole music.

ANDREW LIDDLE



DAVE BRUBECK:
A LIFE IN TIME

PHILIP CLARK

Headline Books, hardback,
9781472272485, £25.00

Philip Clark’s superb biography
transforms a familiar story.
Dave Brubeck’s life, even off the
concert stage, was hardly lived
in obscurity.Throughout his
career he opened up articulately
about his music and personal
history in interviews.And no-
one has found skeletons in the
closet. Brubeck is famous for
having been a clean-living family
man, a constant contrast to his
free-living career-long associate
Paul Desmond. He protected his
home life, but his wife Iola was
centrally involved in his career
from its start and he eventually
formed a band with three of his
sons. Part of his family life was on
public display.And most facets of
his music are well documented
in recordings. Brubeck’s huge
popularity gave him much
power, even against a corporate
recording giant like Columbia,
for which he made many of his
albums. So, he could get many
of even his least commercial
projects on record. But the
mass of Brubeck information
has long needed sifting and
analysing, and Clark brings a
fresh eye and ear to the task.

This is not the first book-length
Brubeck biography. It’s AboutTime
by Fred Hall appeared in 1997.
Short and workmanlike, it offered
scant analysis of the music, and
had surprisingly little to say
about Brubeck’s greatest hit, the
1959 Time Out album, and the
Desmond-Brubeck composition
Take Five that took off from it and
soared into the pop charts. Clark
rightly sees Time Out as a career
watershed, and makes much of
it and of Columbia’s initial lack
of enthusiasm for it.The album’s
success changed Brubeck’s life
financially and helped to push him
towards all-round international
celebrity.The breadline existence
of the early years in San
Francisco was left far behind. But,
listening to tapes of the recording
sessions, Clark realised that Take
Five emerged in nothing like
the serendipitous way Brubeck
regularly claimed.The tapes

showed just how difficult and
frustrating the process had been,
partly because of Joe Morello’s
difficulty in settling into the 5/4
groove that defined the piece,
and partly through the problem
of turning the bits of tune into
a performance that worked.

Clark’s book is full of such detail
and he turns out to be Brubeck’s
perfect biographer. He is every
bit the Brubeck fan, and one carp
about this new biography may be
that it is too uncritical and starry-
eyed about its hero. But Clark is
also a knowledgeable jazz, rock
and popular music journalist
(so he can authoritatively trace
Brubeck’s previously little
discussed influence on rock
groups).And, crucially, he has
conservatory training in musical
composition and knows his way
around modern classical music.
So he can bring out clearly
what, for most jazz fans, are only
dimly perceived links between
Brubeck’s jazz and the enduring
legacy of his classical composition
studies with Darius Milhaud.

The book analyses almost all
Brubeck’s music on record,
often track by track. No doubt
to the relief of many readers,
it doesn’t need to include
musical notation to do so.The
analysis may sometimes be
too detailed for anyone who
doesn’t know the records,
but Clark digs deeply into the
music, with real insights and
imaginative comparisons. In that
way he does justice to Brubeck

the musician in a way that has
been rare in the jazz press.
And, if one key test of a good
jazz book is that it sends the
reader back to the recordings,
this biography does that.While
reading, I have worked my way
through my Brubeck collection,
finding myself often re-evaluating
albums that I had attached little
significance to, and discovering
many new aspects of the music.

The author’s musicological
knowledge allows him to write
insightfully about Brubeck’s much
neglected, early co-operative
octet of the late 1940s, which
predated the quartet. Right
up to the mid-1950s, Brubeck
wanted to revive the octet and
get recognition for its recordings,
which ignore jazz-classical
divides and still sound fresh
and innovative today.This side
of Brubeck’s work may hold
little appeal for many jazz fans,
but Clark shows convincingly
that Brubeck’s career and the
shape his later music took
cannot be fully appreciated
without understanding why the
octet meant so much to him.

The book is based on an
immense amount of research.
Clark interviewed Brubeck
many times and at length. He has
made much use of the Brubeck
archives, followed contacts and
visited key sites in the story.The
book is chock full of fascinating
information. But it deliberately
rejects any strict chronology.
The first chapter starts with

the author travelling with the
Brubeck entourage in Britain
in 2003, and then lurches back
to 1953 when Brubeck’s best
early recordings were made.
And Dave’s childhood and youth
come into full focus only three
quarters of the way through the
text.The bravura approach to
continuity is imaginative, but can
sometimes seem cavalier – a
collage rather than a narrative
– so that it becomes hard to
see much logic in the ordering
of material.A good index to link
up scattered bits of the story
is essential. Fortunately, this
well-produced book has one.
And Clark has a good, lively style,
with a penchant for flamboyant
turns of phrase. His writing holds
the reader’s attention easily.

The picture of Brubeck that
emerges is of a decent, shrewd
but not particularly materialistic
man, self-confident, hugely
ambitious for his music to
succeed, single-minded and
determined, loyal to family,
friends and musical collaborators,
and quietly fierce in his
implacable opposition to racism.
The mystery of why he was quite
so wildly successful commercially
is still not entirely solved, but
this book, surely the definitive
biography, shows convincingly
that, as a musician, Brubeck is
far more interesting, profound
and complex than has often
been assumed in the past.

ROGER COTTERRELL
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The Criterion Collection is
offering two Blu-ray boxsets of
Otto Preminger’s classic 1959
courtroom drama, Anatomy of a
Murder with a ground-breaking
score written by Duke Ellington
and Billy Strayhorn and played
by the Ellington Orchestra.
Anatomy of a Murder has been
described as ‘probably the finest
pure trial movie’ and features
a superb cast headed by James
Stewart and Lee Remick, with
George C. Scott, in one of his
earliest feature film roles, picking
up his first Academy Award
nomination.And who should
make an appearance as the leader
of the combo in a roadhouse
but Edward Kennedy Ellington?

As for the score, that is regarded
as a landmark in American movie
history, the first significant
example of a non-diagetic
score by African-American
composers, i.e. one where the
music is not played as part of
the film action by either an
on-screen or off-screen band.

As well as offering a high-
definition restoration of the film,
the Blu-ray includes many extra
features such as Gary Giddins’
analysis of the Ellington score.
A renowned jazz critic, Giddins
is best known for his column
in the VillageVoice and a series
of highly rated books including
studies of Louis Armstrong,
Charlie Parker and Bing Crosby.

Answer the following questions
to win a copy of the Criterion
Collection’s Blu-ray boxset
of Anatomy of a Murder:

1. Duke Ellington’s first film
was made in 1929 and
featured, among others,
dancer Fredi Washington and
trumpeter Arthur Whetsol.
What was it called?

2. Anatomy of a Murder also
featured memorable visuals
– on posters and credits –
by which iconic designer?

Want to have something good to watch and listen to during the long days of self-isolation?

COMPETITION

RABBIT’S BLUES:
THE LIFE AND
MUSIC OF JOHNNY
HODGES

CON CHAPMAN

Oxford University Press,
hardback 978 0 19
065390 3, £25.00

In that glorious time in the
late 1950s when a generation
of supreme jazz musicians, still
musically in their prime, were
finally allowed into the UK, the
annual visits of the Basie and
Ellington Orchestras were a
symbol of the permanence of
greatness. None more so than
the unchanging Ellington sax
section: Harry Carney (joined
in 1927) and Paul Gonsalves
(1950), both of whom died within
months of the Duke in 1974,
Russell Procope (1946) who also
served until the leader’s death,
Jimmy Hamilton (1943) and
the sleepy-eyed, self-contained,
apparently monumentally bored
genius of the alto sax, Johnny
Hodges, who joined Ellington
in 1928, left for a spell in the
early 1950s, returned and pre-
deceased the leader in 1970.

Con Chapman’s meticulously
researched (of secondary
sources at least) volume is
apparently the first biography
of Johnny Hodges and as such

is more than welcome. It serves
as a great point of reference for
students of a unique jazz great
who spread so much joy without
apparently feeling a lot of it
himself. Unfortunately, though a
valuable guide to a superlative
jazz career, it’s not a particularly
interesting read.We get little
sense of Hodges’ private life –
maybe it was just too private!

The great strength of Rabbit’s
Blues – but also its limitation –
emerges if you check out the
many pages of notes. Chapter
2, for instance, 11 pages long,
has 83 notes, mostly just
identifying sources for references
or quotations.This means
this is a totally trustworthy
biography – Chapman has done
his homework spectacularly
well – but between so many
quoted phrases and sentences
there is no authorial flow.

Chapman is admirably keen
on comparing Hodges to his
fellow-alto saxists, but the
chapter on Benny Carter gets
us nowhere through a mass
of different opinions, some as
dated as Andre Hodeir, and
Chapman takes an unnecessary
league table approach.

Sometimes the book suffers from
over-reliance on facts (Chapman
is good on who’s on a recording
session, less good on what it

sounds like), but his mastery
of facts filled plenty of holes
in my knowledge; for instance,
the role of Ellington in setting
up the 1920s Chick Webb band
(in which Hodges played) was
a revelation. Chapman manages
some pertinent comment on
the vexed question of how an
apparently timeless style changed
over the years (not very much)
and there is an excellent appraisal
of the musical relationship of
Hodges and Billy Strayhorn. His
depiction of the troubles and
joys of being a Ducal sideman
is credible and fair-minded.
Chapman’s version of Hodges is

not especially likeable, but, by all
accounts, neither was the original,
nor were his putdowns and
fallouts especially entertaining.

I enjoyed this less than I hoped,
but it is a valuable resource
and its 16 pages of well chosen
photographs include my
favourite photograph of Hodges:
Herman Leonard’s memorable
image of the great alto saxist
keeping an attentively half-open
eye on the quintessentially
Parisian waiter pouring his
wine in the Brasserie Lipp.

RON SIMPSON

Send your answers to
jazzrag@bigbearmusic.com
by June 19th, 2020
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AND MUCH MORE
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For more information and to join our mailing list, visit:

WWW.BIRMINGHAMJAZZFESTIVAL.COM
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Phone: 0121 454 7020 email: festival@bigbearmusic.com

write: PO Box 944, Birmingham B16 8UT
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